My War Memories, 1914-1918
most of his success at Gumbinnen and advance quickly, my plan would be unthinkable. Then there would be no alternative but to withdraw the ist R.C. and the I7th A.C. in a more southwesterly direction towards Wormditt, while the other part of the 8th Army held up the Narew Army and prepared to check it, if occasion served. The idea of a stiff defence of some line east of the Vistula, if necessary, also entered into our calculations.
We discovered by degrees that Rennenkampf was advancing only slowly. The two Army Corps could therefore be gradually deflected in their retirement through the Bartenstein-Gerdauen line, in a sharp southerly direction to Bischofsburg-Neidenburg.
Next, the I7th A.C., protected by the ist Cavalry Division and the ist R.C., was moved south via Schippenbeil to Bischofstein. As soon as it had passed behind the ist R.C., and on the 26th advanced from Bischofstein to Bischofsburg, the ist Army Corps itself moved, south of Schippenbeil, in the direction of Seeburg. Only the ist Cav. Division remained facing Rennenkampf, near, and to the south of, Schippenbeil. Of this division, also on the 26th, the ist Cavalry Brigade received the order to draw out via Rossel on Sensburg. Accordingly, from the 27th of August onwards, only two cavalry brigades stood between Lake Mauer and the river Pregel, facing twenty-four very strong infantry and several cavalry divisions of Rennenkampf s. The defensive chain of lakes was thus open on the west; and in any case it would have been quite easy to turn it and completely isolate Konigsberg.
Our decision to give battle arose out of the slowness of the Russian command and was justified by the necessity of winning in spite of inferiority in numbers. It was none the less one of tremendous gravity.
On this line the two Corps were marching in the rear of the Narew Army from Neidenburg to Allenstein. In this way they exposed their rear without adequate protection to Rennenkampf fs army, which was only two or three days' march away. When the battle began in real earnest on the 27th and, in contrast to previous wars, was not finished in one day but continued until
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